One of the ways the people rule in Arkansas is by passing laws on the issues we care about using ballot initiatives. Through ballot initiatives, a majority of voters tell politicians what we want to get done. For more than 100 years, Arkansans have used initiated measures to get issues on the ballot so voters can pass laws that help our communities. But some Arkansas legislators are trying to make it more difficult for voters to pass laws.

**WHAT IS ISSUE 2?**

Issue 2 is a proposed constitutional amendment that was placed on your November ballot by Arkansas legislators. Issue 2 will end citizen rights to pass ballot measures with a 50% majority vote, raising it to a 60% vote requirement instead.

**WHY IS IT SO DANGEROUS?**

Issue 2 will weaken the people's constitutionally guaranteed power to rule.

**WHAT CAN I DO?**

JUST VOTE AGAINST ISSUE 2!
WHAT IS A BALLOT INITIATIVE?

ballot initiative:

A ballot initiative is a change to a state law or the state constitution that is approved or rejected by voters. An initiated measure is placed on the ballot in two ways:

(1) By citizens who collected a required number of valid petition signatures from registered voters in the state, or;

(2) It is referred to the ballot by the state legislature.

Also known as an initiated measure, ballot measure, referendum, or constitutional amendment.

IMPORTANT ELECTION INFORMATION:

DEADLINE TO REGISTER TO VOTE:
TUESDAY, OCT. 11TH

EARLY VOTING BEGINS:
MONDAY, OCT. 24TH

NOVEMBER GENERAL ELECTION:
TUESDAY, NOV. 8TH

CHECK YOUR VOTER REGISTRATION, FIND YOUR POLLING SITE, AND SEE A SAMPLE BALLOT AT:
www.voterview.ar-nova.org

VOTE AGAINST ISSUE 2!
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